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C-Thru 50G is a large capacity container with a clear polycarbonate body 
that allows the contents to be seen. This increased visibility helps minimize 
the risk of cross-contamination of waste and helps to reduce costs.
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Dedicated apertures
Reduces the risk of  
cross-contamination

Flat pack design
Aids storage and 
transportation

Secure-fi tting plinth 
with venting holes
Eases the bag removal process

Transparent 
polycarbonate body
Provides visibility of 
contents for easy 
identifi cation of the  
waste stream

Manufactured from robust Durapol™ material, C-Thru 50G is an extremely strong recycling 
container ideal for indoor and outdoor use. The innovative fl at pack design makes it easy 
to store, transport and assemble. The container is available with three different aperture 
options, which can be supplied with or without a key lock. Venting holes reduce tension 
caused by the bag, which eases the bag removal process for the operator.

Body interlocking 
system
Allows the container to 
be easily assembled and 
dismantled

DHS compliant

Color coordinated 
base and aperture 
molding
Used as a visual cue to 
encourage recycling
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Optional Extras
• 4-point key lock
• Personalization

Siting Options
• Raised base feet
• Ground fi xing pegs
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Material
Base, lid ring and aperture molding: Durapol
Body: Polycarbonate

Dimensions
Capacity: 50 US gallons
Height: 39.6“
Diameter: 21.9“
Weight: 16lbs
Weight indicated is for locking model with paper aperture.  
Slight weight variations will exist for each different aperture.

Colors
Body: clear
Base, lid ring and aperture molding: gray or blue
Non-standard colors may be available subject to 
a minimum order requirement.

Aperture Options

Open Top

Paper

Cans/Bottles
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Personalization
At Glasdon we understand the importance 
of aesthetics which is why we offer the 
opportunity to incorporate your company 
logo, brand and colors onto your chosen 
products. We can provide you with a free 
of charge illustration so you can see exactly 
how your product will look before you 
place your order.

Please call to discuss your requirements today at 1-855-USGLASDON.

Material
Glasdon products are manufactured from high performance materials and undergo stringent quality 
checks to ensure durability and best value, underlining our commitment to provide quality products. 
C-Thru 50G is manufactured from robust Durapol material that is formulated to endure extreme 
conditions and is impact-tested in our Quality Assurance Laboratory. The strength of the C-Thru 50G 
has also been tested by a skilled ice hockey team. Due to its exceptional strength and robustness, the 
container was able to withstand the impact of the fast-flying pucks. 

1-855-USGLASDON
(general inquiries: 804-726-3777)

info@glasdon.com

www.glasdon.com
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